Install instructions for the Ethanol Sensor kit used in conjunction with
the DS1 flash tool on RS3 and TTRS
Kit produced for VLMspec by Silly Rabbit Motorsport, available at
www.vlmspec.com or www.sillyrabbitmotorsport.com
Kit includes:
-Sensor
-Wiring harness with pull up resistor pre installed
-Wiring connectors to connect power (+12v), ground and the content signal (after
routing)
-Hoses with oem push lock connections, pre built and clamped where possible

Step 1:
Remove OEM line by gently squeezing release tabs at each end. The 90
degree fitting at the firewall has one gray “button” style area to push in.
The fitting near the intake manifold has two. It helps to push the
assembly together, then squeeze both tabs and gently pull apart. Use
caution as fuel may be under pressure still. Eye protection and a rag are
a good idea.
Step 2:
Swap the oem fitting from the old hose to the new and lock in place with
included clamp. This clamp is intended to be crimped 100% closed.

Step 3:
Reinstall the line in place of the factory line.
At this time it is a good idea to start the car and check for leaks, if they
are present, check that your one user installed clamp is tight and the
push-lock connectors are firmly seated

Step 4:
Run wires over the engine, securing with zip ties or in oem clips, ending
at the grommet in the firewall under the brake master cyl for the main
harness, the rubber is very thin and you can poke the wires through with
any tool, zip tie, wire, etc. Then pull slack through to under dash area by
the dead pedal, you may need to peel back firewall sound insulation,
leaving some slack in engine bay for movement and secure to main
harness. You do not need to remove your under dash.

Under-hood

Under-dash

Step 5:
Tap +12v power at F48 fuse location. It is UN-used and Ignition
switched.

Step 6:
Install the ground wire by sliding the eyelet between the lowest left hand
8mm dash bolts (removed) hole in the plastic dash and the metal support
structure. This will give good contact with metal on metal. Re-install the
8mm bolt.

Step 8:
The front of the plug, when viewed head on, will have a 16 printed on the
lower RIGHT corner, the pin to the left of this is #15

Snip the gry/brn wire going to pin 15 on the OBD plug, cover the
exposed wire on the harness side with electrical tape. The plug removes
easily by releasing the 3 keeper tabs from below, this makes working
with it pulled through the two fuse access hatches easy.

Slide the purple keeper out to the side, revealing the pin keepers to the
front. With a small screwdriver, pin tool or needle release the small “tab”
keeper from the front of the plug. Discard this and slid the wire from the
ECA harness into its place. Reinstall the purple keeper and the plug.

You are now finished, pop your covers back in place and fire up your
DS1, if you followed all steps properly you will now have ethanol content
displaying in real time in your DS1 app and on your Dash if setup to do
so. Enjoy your flex fuel capabilities and knowing your fuel content so.
Enjoy your flex fuel capabilities and knowing your fuel content.
It will display as the power value in a 0-100% value, here it is 57%
ethanol.
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